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This is a wonderful Pinot from the Weir Vineyard, which
is located at a high elevation of 850 to 1000 feet, which
allow the vines to be influenced by the cool air coming from
the Mendocino coast. The Pinot Noir used here are clones: POINTS
2A, Pommard, Romanée-Conti, Rochioli. This results in a simply delicious
wine, delivering pretty aromas of ripe raspberries and cranberries followed
by earth, exotic spices and dried floral. On the palate this offers a soft, silky
texture with lovely finesse and balance as it makes a seamless transition into
the spice-tinged finish. This is excellent today, but should certainly continue
to develop further with some bottle age. (Best 2017-2027)
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This Pinot Noir is a lovely showing from the Adastra
Vineyard, which is managed by Chris Thorpe and his sonin-law Edwin Richards. The vineyard lies in a low spot of
Los Carneros, with cool air flow and very thin, relatively POINTS
light clay-loam soils. These conditions beautifully influence the wine as it
displays bright aromas of wild berries, dense cherry, blueberry, forest floor
along with a mix of dried spices and an earthy edge. On the palate this is a
full-bodied pinot, beautifully structured and well balanced with a gorgeous
soft texture. This will still require some additional time in bottle before it fully
express itself. (Best 2017-2025)
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This wine comes from a small one-acre vineyard in the
western part of Sonoma, owned by Bill and Lauren Hipp.
The 2013 is a fantastic effort, which opens to gorgeous
aromas of wild strawberry, raspberry, savory herb, and POINTS
fresh florals, woven together with exotic spices, and a mix of earthy like
nuances. This has an excellent structure and an elegant character, which
is backed by a core of racy acidity and freshness. Overall, this wine shows
wonderful poise and focus through the very end. While this is showing well
today, I expect it will continue to evolve with some additional bottle age.
(Best 2016-2026)
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The Cuvèe No. 5 Pinot Noir is a wonderful entry into the
range of wines from Talisman in this vintage. The grapes
for this wine are sourced from a variety of young vines
across Sonoma and it offers a pretty nose with aromas of POINTS
fresh strawberry, wild red berry, earth, and flowers. It is soft and elegant on
the palate with a lovely round texture. This is a delicious Pinot Noir that can
be approached over the next 5-7 years. (Best 2016-2023)

